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 What is the historical importance of a pure language?  
The historical importance of a pure language is tied to the evolution of 

man; man is defined in terms of that life support system called mind; the 
mind is one of the life support systems of our body—it is the most 
powerful life support system possible, in fact, when developed to a 
certain point in its evolution, it becomes all powerful. How?  

Every possible grammar is derived from Language. Language provides, 
as the Scripture tests for and as some early Greeks were developing, a 
binary consisting of the conception of limits and material differences. 
This affords man the concept of a thing. This means that when language 
is functioning, without error in the mind, you will comprehend every 
possible grammar system in accordance with Language; binary, it is 
what Plato called Dialectic, grammar in accordance with the two 
elements of any thing. It is a concept the Bible helps to implant in the 
mind and that book tests the reader for its functional expression. The 
Bible is the only book I know of that repeatedly tells the reader that man 
can neither comprehend it, nor read it until a certain point in human 
evolution. During the evolution of man, he will think and believe that he 
is literate, when he factually and demonstrably, he is not, nor, by the use 
of any grammar, can you change the mind of most people who believe 
that they do comprehend what they do not; the magic is not in the 
grammars, it is in language which, when functional, allows man to 
correctly construct and effect, every possible grammar. Nobody speaks 
language; everybody speaks using particular grammars because 
Language is expressed by every possible thing in the universe. A 
computer does not speak binary; it uses binary to construct operating 
systems, or grammars. Grammars are, if correctly comprehended, 



operational systems for human behavior; by them we learn what to do 
and why.  

Most people treat the Bible as mythology; one can look at this response 
to it as proof that man has never been able to read it as that Book 
actually stresses that man cannot read it, that man is illiterate, but 
those passages in that book are always misrepresented or ignored.  

My work concerns the fact that as there is but one pure language in 
the universe, there is also one pure grammar which is based wholly on a 
one to one correspondence to the two binary elements of Language. That 
grammar is actually an analog grammar; it is called geometry, but hardly 
as man preaches geometry to be, man, after all, is still very illiterate. 
That illiteracy is due to man’s stage of evolution, an undeveloped mind is 
always putting out mythology and gibberish which he often calls science.  

Geometry pairs, in a one-to-one correspondence, the binary of absolute 
and relative of the hand with the mind. Simple minded people imagine 
that binary is specific to one particular grammar system, even though for 
decades they have been watching their computer process all information 
using it. The mind can not only process all information using it, unlike 
the computer, the mind can use it for why it is being developed as a life 
support system—it affords man the ability to predict the results of any 
behavior. Geometry is the most metaphorical grammar possible; a simple 
binary segment can be used to represent any relative difference what-so-
ever which means any group of them as well.  

The work I have done in geometry contains many items man has 
traditionally called impossible and many things man has not even 
thought of. As every possible grammar is binary, geometry can be used to 
proof anything at all, as well as provide a means of producing solutions 
for problems beyond man’s mental ability.  



The mind is one of the life support systems of the body. As such it has 
a well defined biologically determined job to perform and well defined 
biologically determined means of doing that job. That job has been put 
into the metaphors of the first books of the Bible, man is being created to 
tend the garden of life, the earth itself. The only way man can do this is 
when his mind is doing its own work, its job; the ability to predict the 
results of every behavior which is afforded by Language effected through 
correct grammar systems. The simple minded cannot perform those 
tasks. The simple minded are always producing gibberish of which they 
are wholly unaware that it is gibberish.  

If one believes that they are competent enough to help in the salvation 
not only of man, but of the planet as well by doing our own work, my 
work is available on the Internet Archive in directories called Universal 
Language. In that directory there is a pdf portfolio with the name, the Art 
of Prophecy. It contains not only my work on a pure grammar based on a 
pure language, it contains also, in the main, three other works devoted to 
it, the Bible is one, the Dialogs of Plato another, and the Elements of 
Euclid. All of my work is dedicated to a time when mankind is sane and 
doing its own work.  

Pairing the behavior of the hand with concepts in the mind, man learns 
to think and act in accordance with the truth of things; however, 
dysfunctional minds which are dysfunctional due to evolution, cannot 
learn to be other than they are. This work is for those who are able to go 
beyond the common man, for those who believe that the only better 
future there is, is one we make ourselves.  
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